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What is kid’s math talk?
Kid’s Math Talk is
about discovering and
growing as a thinker.

Kids are naturally curious. From the minute they are born, kids
are discovering the world around them and are trying making
sense of this world. Kids have a lot to say about their
discoveries, but sometimes it’s hard to find the words to explain
to adults.
That’s where Kid’s Math Talk starts.
We are first and foremost grounded in the philosophy of
meeting kids where they are in their understanding. With Kid’s
Math Talk, a kid is able to explore, question, and experiment at
their own level all while growing their math vocabulary and
expanding their ability to converse naturally.
We value a kid’s initial explanation of a math concept and from
there we can introduce them to specific words and phrases as
well as ask questions to foster their mathematical development
and deepen their mathematical precision. This pushes kids to
the next level and encourages them to grow as thinkers.
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Greetings,
Welcome to the Kid’s Math Talk Five Frame Resource!
This Pack includes:
-Parent Guidance Letters
-Anytime Math Suggestions
-Progressions for Five Frame Mat Work
-Detailed description pages for each Level
-Five Frames Mats
-Level 2 and Level 4 activity sheets
Enjoy!
Educationally,
Desiree Harrison
Kid’s Math Talk, LLC.

@kidsmathtalk
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PARENT GUIDANCE WITH math talk
What is math talk?
Examples of Math Talk
Tomorrow it will be 84 degrees outside.
Let’s play at the circle table today.
Each of you will get 3 pieces.
There are 6 bikes for sale.

What you can do to help guide
•

•
•
•
•

Instead of saying “thing” or “this”, use the specific
name of each object. (i.e., circle, square, triangle,
six, eight, add)
Use phrases like “greater than”, “about” or
“shorter than” when talking with your child.
Read directions for recipes out loud so children
can hear the precise measurements needed.
Use words like “more” and “less” in everyday
conversations.
Remember to keep the introduction of math
vocabulary natural so that children know that
math is a part of everyday life.
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PARENT GUIDANCE WITH five FRAMES
This is a five frame

Five frames are one tool to help children start to
structure quantities in their minds, which will help
build their number sense.
Before children can hold numbers in their minds
(visualize and hold a numerical composite), they
need to see and experiment with settings like the
five frame.
Repeated exposure to this organization and
structure helps children transition to quickly
counting and holding quantities in their minds.
*You might hear teachers call this quick mental
understanding of a quantity without countingsubitizing.*

The basic
idea of a
five frame is
one group of
5.

When one row is filled,
it lets children quickly know what one group of 5
looks like. This is used before moving on to a ten
frame.

Typically, the five frame is filled in from left to right.
For this five frame,
the entire row is filled. It’s
perfectly normal for children
learning to count and hold
numbers in their minds to count,
“1,2,3,4,5”. The more they work
with this structure, the more
likely they are to see “one group
of 5” that they can use to help
extend the counting sequence..

Five-Wise Structure
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Anytime Math Activities
Kid’s Math Talk Task
1

Show me five on your fingers.
(Show me five a different way.)

2

Show me three on your fingers.
(Show me three a different way.)

3

Show me two on your fingers.
(Show me two a different way.)

4

Let’s draw a picture with three animals.

5

Let’s draw a picture with five flowers.

6

Let’s read for 5 minutes. (Set the timer)

7

Let’s color for 7 minutes. (Set the timer)

Note: These activities can be done
more than once!
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Check
when
Complete

Progression for
Five Frame Mat Work

Working toward numerical composite and breaking apart 5

There is no set time limit for how long a child will need to
stay at each Level.
Generally speaking, you want to stay in one level until your
child completes the activities with ease.
Each exposure within a level should be short (5-10 minutes).

Level
1

Introduction to
Five Frames

Level
2

Introducing the
Number Zero

Level Playing Five Frame
3
Hide and Seek
Level Playing “How Many
4
More to Make 5?”
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Level 1
Introduction to Five Frames

Materials

Directions

•Five Frame mat
•Five items to count (such as round cereal, dry beans,
buttons, or dry macaroni)
Take five items and count them with your child.
Make sure to physically touch each item and then
model using the five frame by placing each item on a
square of the five frame.
Repeat the modeling and counting out loud and then
have your child try.
It is important that they are picking up one item at
a time to establish one to one correspondence.

How to
extend the
activity

Option One: Counting toys while playing, the number
of petals on a flower, or any other collection will help
your child start to view the world as a place where
math is always happening.
Option Two: Once the five frame is full, practice
counting backwards and removing one item at a time.

When do I
move on?

Once your child automatically picks up one item at a
time while counting forward aloud (no prompting or
reminders from you), move on to Level 2.
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Level 2
Introducing the Number Zero

Materials

•Five Frame mat
•Five items to count (such as round cereal, dry beans,
buttons, or dry macaroni)

Directions

Introduce the number zero into the Level 1 routine and
introduce the vocabulary word empty.
Now is also a good time to start talking about the
concept of more and less:
-Is ___ more than 3? How do you know?
-Is ___ less than 5? How do you know?

How to
extend the
activity

Option One: When eating, count how many (grapes,
chicken nuggets, apple slices, etc.) there are and count
backwards until your child finishes. If there are zero items
left, talk about what that means. The entire plate might
also be empty, which would bring in more vocabulart.
Option Two: Once the five frame is full, practice
counting backwards and removing one item at a time.
When the five frame empty, ask your child how many are
on the five frame.

When do I
move on?

Once your child automatically remember to look at the
empty five frame and start the count with zero aloud (no
prompting or reminders from you), move on to Level 3.
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Level 3

Playing Five Frame Hide and Seek

Materials

•Five Frame mat
•Five items to count (such as round cereal, dry beans, buttons, or
dry macaroni)
•Cover for the Five Frame

Directions

Now that your child is more familiar with the five frame, introduce
Five Frame Hide and Seek.
Rules: Player one “hides” their eyes while player two places a
certain number of items in the five frame.
Then player two says “seek” to signal to Player one to open their
eyes and peek at the five frame.
They only get a 3 second peek and then player two covers the five
frame with a piece of paper, magazine, or some other screen.
Player one says how many items are in the five frame. Player two
uncovers the five frame after the guess so that Player one can
check their answer. This activity helps your child learn to subitize
(recognize a small quantity of objects automatically without
counting by ones).

How to
extend the
activity
When
do I
move on?

Once your child automatically remember to look at the empty five
frame and start the count with zero aloud (no prompting or
reminders from you), move on to Level 3.
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Level 4

Playing “How Many More to Make 5?"

Materials

•Five Frame mat
•Five items to count (such as round cereal, dry beans, buttons, or dry macaroni)

Directions

Now that your child is more familiar with the five frame, introduce “How Many
More to Make 5?”
Rules: Take turns building a set number of items on the five frame. After you
build, ask your child: How many are here? How many more to make 5?
Ask your child how they know their answer is correct.
When it is your child’s turn to build, be intentional in your talk as you try to figure
out how many More to make 5 with talk such as:
“Hmmm, I see two here, so I’m going to count on from there until I get to 5.
3,4,5.
We need 3 more to make it to 5. 2 and 3 more makes 5.”
OR
“I know that that full five frame means there are 5. I see that one square is
empty. That means I can count back one from 5. 5,4. There must be four here.”
NOTE: It is perfectly okay for your child to use the counters to answer. Some
children will also use their fingers. Remember that they are learning this
information so they need to see it in front of them. Once they become more
familiar with the combinations, they will need these settings less and less.

How to
extend
the
activity
When do I
move on?

Option One: Once your child is getting familiar with the idea of making
combinations of 5, vary the game by physically hiding some of the items behind
your back and leaving the rest on the table, WITHOUT a five frame. Notice the
strategy that you child uses to figure out the answers - are they using fingers?
Option Two: Have your child start completing the activity sheets that come with
this pack to reinforce the combinations of 5.

By the end of Kindergarten, we want children to automatically know all of their
combinations of 5. Once your child has shown you that they do know the
combinations without using their fingers or the five frames to help them,
complete these levels again (by replacing the number 5 with the number 10 to
extend the range of numbers.)
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Level 1

Five Frame Mat
Activity Time: 5-10 minutes
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Level 3

Five Frame Hide and Seek
Activity Time: 5-10 minutes
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Level 2

1

3

Trace the number and then color the circles the five frame red.

5
2

A
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Level 2

5

3

Trace the number and then color the circles the five frame red.

1
4

B
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Level 2

4

0

Trace the number and then color the circles the five frame red.

5
4

C
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Level 4

Color in the circles red. Then find how many more to make 5.
Shade the empty boxes blue and then write the number above.

0+ =5

2+ 3 =5 3+ =5
1+ =5

A
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Level 4

Color in the circles red. Then find how many more to make 5.
Shade those
the empty
boxes
boxes
blue blue
and then
and then
writewrite
the number
the number
above.
above.

2+ 3 =5 4+ =5

5+ =5 0+ =5

B
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This product is intended for one
teacher for classroom use. This
materials is copyrighted. Please do
not make copies for your colleagues.
If you would like additional sets,
please direct them to the Kid’s Math
Talk Page:
www.tinyurl.com/kidsmathtalk
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